Lucidity Australia’s new & Innovative GloTrac LED lights

will provide unique styling and improved safety for your
Caravan.
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Lucidity Australia, the leading LED lighting manufacturer for caravans, truck, trailer
and busses in Australia, is proud to announce the release of its GloTrac lighting
series for Caravans.
GloTrac’s design significantly increases the tail lamp illumination area, which
increases on-road visibility for your caravan when travelling at night.
As a caravan owner you no longer need to spend a fortune to upgrade your asset
and improve the visibility of your caravan for your next holiday. The Lucidity GloTrac
series offer high quality products, excellent performance and are competitively
priced.
Compared to conventional design, the GloTrac tail lamp’s surface area has twice the
illumination surface as a conventional LED light. While increasing tail lighting surface
area, it offers uniform, non-spot design. It is softer to the eyes, especially for the
vehicle travelling behind your caravan.
GloTrac series, also utilize the latest LED SMD technology (Surface Mount Design),
which optimises the performance of LED based products. The slim-line, easy to fit
DIY design means that anyone can install the lights with a minimum of effort.
Lucidity Australia also offers a wide range of quality interior lamps. As all our LED
lights are manufactured in-house, Lucidity LED interior lights can offer you the best
consistent LED colour and temperature for your caravan. Meaning mismatched
interior LED coloured lights in your caravan living area are a thing of the past.
All Lucidity LED lights offer superior quality, and are backed with five years
manufacturer warranty. Using quality materials like polycarbonate provides superior
protection and minimises the risk of lens damage. All electronics are fully sealed,
making them suitable to use throughout your entire caravan.
Consider Lucidity’s GloTrac and LED range for your caravan, so you and your family
can have a safe and enjoyable holiday. The GloTrac series are available now in
Australia.
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For more information on Lucidity or the GloTrac series please contact Matthew
Jenkins or Peng Wang or visit the Lucidity Australia website:

http://www.lucidityaustralia.com.au
T: +61 (03) 5821 3966
E: info@lucidity-au.com
W: www.lucidity-au.com

About Lucidity:
Established in 1981, Lucidity Enterprise Co., Ltd. is a premier worldwide
manufacturer of vehicular safety lighting products. The company designs and
produces OEM lights for many North American manufacturers and also makes the
most comprehensive line of aftermarket replacement lights in the industry worldwide.
Photometric and mechanical testing is conducted using state‐of‐the‐art equipment
to ensure every product exceeds the customer’s and industry standards. Lucidity is a
privately held corporation with engineering, design, and manufacturing facilities in
Taiwan (ISO14001/OHSAS 18001/TS16949) and Australia.

